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Sedatives target just a handful of receptors and ion channels1,2. But 
explaining how activating these receptors produces sedation presents a 
challenge2. In particular, do sedatives act at specific brain locations and 
circuitries or more widely? Some powerful sedatives, such as clonidine, 
guanfacine, xylazine and dexmedetomidine, are agonists at inhibitory 
metabotropic adrenergic α2 receptors. Among these, dexmedetomi-
dine is being assessed as an alternative to benzodiazepines for sedating 
patients during intensive care3. It induces a state resembling non-rapid 
eye movement (NREM) sleep, with lowered body temperature and 
enhanced slow-wave activity in the neocortex4–6.

At the circuit level it is unclear how α2 agonists induce sedation and 
loss of consciousness in humans or the presumed surrogate, LORR in 
animals7. The most popular proposal hinges on the selective inhibi-
tion by α2A (Adra2a) receptors, of noradrenergic neurons in the locus 
coeruleus (LC)7–11. These neurons fire during waking, fire less during 
sleep and their activity increases just before waking, suggesting that 
they promote wakefulness12–14. Although selectively stimulating LC 
neurons induces waking15, the converse is not true: acutely inhibiting 
LC neurons does not produce strong sleep, even after 1 h of stimula-
tion15, an unexpected result if α2 agonists are supposed to acutely 
inhibit the LC to induce hypnosis. Moreover, dexmedetomidine still 
induces LORR in mice unable to synthesize noradrenalin (NA)7,16,17, 
although, without the endogenous ligand, α2A-receptor responses 
elsewhere become hypersensitized in the long term7,17, making inter-
pretation of this observation difficult7.

We hypothesized that the heavy, but arousable, nature of α2  
agonist–induced sedation might be most similar to the NREM sleep 
experienced after sleep deprivation, so-called recovery sleep. In both 

cases, there is a strong urge to enter deep sleep. One place where these 
effects might come together is the preoptic (PO) hypothalamus. The 
PO area, a mixture of sleep-active, wake-active, temperature-sensitive  
and state-indifferent neurons18–20, houses circuitry that initiates  
and/or maintains sleep18,19,21–23 and regulates body temperature18.

We first used siRNA knockdown, which established that, although 
dexmedetomidine-induced LORR depended on activating α2A recep-
tors on LC neurons, sedation did not, suggesting that these states 
depend on different neuronal populations. We next explored whether 
the two types of deep sleep—the sedation imposed by dexmedetomi-
dine and the recovery sleep following sleep deprivation, together with 
the accompanying drop in body temperature—required similar neural 
circuitry. For this, we combined TetTagging with DREADD pharma-
cogenetics (TetTag-DREADD)24–26. We ‘tagged’ neuronal ensembles 
in the PO hypothalamus that were activated during recovery sleep or 
dexmedetomidine-induced sedation, and then caused these tagged 
ensembles to be selectively reactivated using the hM3Dq receptor and 
its ligand, clozapine-N-oxide (CNO)27. In both cases, reactivating the 
ensemble for sedation or recovery sleep produced sustained NREM 
sleep, together with a lower body temperature. We found that recovery 
sleep and α2 adrenergic receptor–induced sedation were not only 
similar behavioral states, but were both induced by activating similar 
neuronal populations in the PO hypothalamus.

RESULTS

Sedation and LORR require distinct neuronal populations

We examined dexmedetomidine’s action at α2A receptors selec-
tively in the LC, using acute knockdown of Adra2a transcripts, and 
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Do sedatives engage natural sleep pathways? It is usually assumed that anesthetic-induced sedation and loss of righting 

reflex (LORR) arise by influencing the same circuitry to lesser or greater extents. For the a2 adrenergic receptor agonist 

dexmedetomidine, we found that sedation and LORR were in fact distinct states, requiring different brain areas: the preoptic 

hypothalamic area and locus coeruleus (LC), respectively. Selective knockdown of a2A adrenergic receptors from the LC 

abolished dexmedetomidine-induced LORR, but not sedation. Instead, we found that dexmedetomidine-induced sedation 

resembled the deep recovery sleep that follows sleep deprivation. We used TetTag pharmacogenetics in mice to functionally 

mark neurons activated in the preoptic hypothalamus during dexmedetomidine-induced sedation or recovery sleep. The neuronal 

ensembles could then be selectively reactivated. In both cases, non-rapid eye movement sleep, with the accompanying drop in 

body temperature, was recapitulated. Thus, a2 adrenergic receptor–induced sedation and recovery sleep share hypothalamic 

circuitry sufficient for producing these behavioral states.
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determined how this affected sedation and LORR. We first selected 
two Adra2a shRNA sequences to use in vivo. For this, four putative 
Adra2a shRNA sequences (shAdra2a) were placed into a microRNA 
gene, mir30 (ref. 28) (Fig. 1a). Two of the Adra2a hairpin sequences 
(shAdra2a1 and shAdra2a2) substantially reduced GFP expression 
from a reporter gene, Adra2a-IRES-gfp, coexpressed in HEK293 cells 
(Fig. 1a). The dsRED-mir30-shAdra2a1, dsRED-mir30-shAdra2a2 
and dsRED-mir30-shscramble cassettes were then placed into adeno-
associated virus (AAV) genomes, packaged and injected bilaterally 
into the LC (Fig. 1b). In the following section, similar results were 
obtained with both shAdra2a sequences; all in vivo results are illus-
trated for shAdra2a1. The treated animals are termed LC-Adra2a-
KD and LC-scramble. We obtained, on average, a knockdown to 
46.3 ± 9.2% (mean ± s.e.) of control Adra2a transcript levels (t test,  
P < 0.004, compared with mRNA levels in the LC area of LC- 
scramble mice). We prepared acute slices from brainstem of LC-

Adra2a-KD and LC-scramble mice and examined the electrophysi-
ological responses of LC noradrenergic neurons to the α2 agonist 
dexmedetomidine (Fig. 1c). Dexmedetomidine (1 µM), when applied 
to LC-scramble neurons, inhibited action potential firing, hyper-
polarizing the membrane potential by 9.8 ± 2 mV (mean ± s.e.m., n = 6  
cells), as shown previously for other noradrenergic α2 agonists9,10,29. 
However, in LC-Adra2a-KD neurons, dexmedetomidine failed to 
block action potential firing (Fig. 1c) and the membrane potential did 
not change significantly (P = 0.7, n = 7 cells). Thus, the knockdown 
of Adra2a gene expression by approximately 50% removed the ability 
of dexmedetomidine to silence LC neurons. This is consistent with 
studies on heterozygote Adra2a global knockout mice, which found 

that the Adra2a allele shows strong haplo-insufficiency, whereby 
even at a high dose of dexmedetomidine (433 µg per kg of body 
weight), dexmedetomidine-induced LORR in Adra2a knockout mice  
was abolished30.

We next injected a high dose of dexmedetomidine (400 µg per kg, 
intraperitoneal (i.p.)) into LC-scramble or LC-Adra2a-KD mice. All 
LC-scramble mice (n = 9) achieved LORR measured 10 min after 
dexmedetomidine injection; there was a concomitant large increase 
in delta power in the electroencephalogram (EEG; Fig. 1d). By contrast, 
only 25% of LC-Adra2a-KD mice achieved LORR following dexme-
detomidine injection (n = 8, Fisher’s exact test, P = 0.0023); there was 
still an increase in EEG delta power in these mice, but it was about half 
that of control (scramble injected) mice (Fig. 1d). Thus, we found that, 
in contrast with studies in mice with global dopamine-β-hydroxylase 
knockouts16,17, but consistent with earlier proposals11, α2A recep-
tors on LC neurons were needed for α2 adrenergic agonist-induced 
LORR, and their knock-down caused a reduction in dexmedetomidine-
induced delta power. We next gave a separate group of LC-Adra2a-KD 
and LC-scramble mice lower doses of dexmedetomidine (12.5–100 µg 
per kg). Both groups of mice showed equal (P = 0.91) sedation (Fig. 1e), 
becoming immobile and crouched, and with lowered heads. If prodded, 
they did respond briefly by walking, but then stopped. All sedated mice 
showed increases in EEG delta power (n = 5; Fig. 1d), whether or not 
the α2A receptor had been knocked down. Thus, α2A receptor expres-
sion on LC neurons was not necessary for α2 adrenergic receptor– 
induced sedation, a conclusion that surprised us, given that it was nec-
essary for LORR. We reasoned that α2A agonist–induced LORR and 
sedation are distinct states, involving different neuronal groups.
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Figure 1 Knockdown of adrenergic α2A  

receptors in the locus coeruleus blocks  

dexmedetomidine-induced LORR, but  

not sedation. (a) Testing shRNAs for  

knockdown efficacy of Adra2a-IRES-gfp  

transgene expression in HEK-293  

cells (n = 8). The photographs show transfected HEK-293 cells; GFP fluorescence (green) was strongly reduced with the shAdra2a1 construct,  

but not with the scramble version. The dsRED expression revealed similar transfection efficiencies. CMV, cytomegalovirus promoter/enhancer region; 

IRES, internal ribosome entry site; pA, polyadenylation sequence; WPRE, woodchuck post-transcriptional regulatory element. (b) AAVs expressing 

either dsRED-mir30-shAdra2a or dsRED-mir30-shscramble were bilaterally injected into the LC of adult mice. Photographs illustrate transgene 

expression (dsRED) in the LC as confirmed by co-staining with tyrosine hydroxylase antisera (white). ITR, inverted terminal repeats; CBA, chicken-

β-actin enhancer/promoter. (c) Whole-cell recordings of action potentials of LC neurons in acute slices from LC-scramble, and LC-Adra2a-KD mice. 

Applying dexmedetomidine to scramble-expressing neurons hyperpolarized the membrane potential and the neurons stopped firing; by contrast, 

dexmedetomidine had no effect on the neurons from the LC-Adra2a-KD mice (P = 0.7, n = 7 cells). (d) Fourier transform power spectra for LC-scramble 

(black) and LC-Adra2a-KD (red) mice in the waking state (left, n = 5) and in response to 50 µg kg−1 dexmedetomidine (middle, n = 4) and 400 µg kg−1 

dexmedetomidine (right, n = 4). Lighter shaded envelopes indicate the s.e.m. (e) Movement of LC-scramble (black, n = 4–6), and LC-Adra2a-KD (red,  

n = 4–7) mice in response to sedative doses of dexmedetomidine were not significantly different (two-way ANOVA, P = 0.91). Error bars represent ±s.e.m.
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TetTagging neurons in the preoptic hypothalamus

If not at the LC, where in the mouse brain does the α2 receptor–
induced sedative response occur, and could natural sleep pathways be 
involved? Previous work emphasized that the ventrolateral preoptic 
(VLPO) nucleus in the PO hypothalamus was activated following 
dexmedetomidine administration8 and during normal and recovery 
sleep21,31, so we reviewed cFOS activation in the PO area. Mice were 
injected with a sedative dose of dexmedetomidine (100 µg per kg) or 
control saline. Brains were taken either 30 or 60 min afterwards and 
analyzed for endogenous cFOS expression (Fig. 2 and Supplementary 

Fig. 1). We also investigated cFOS expression 2 h into the recovery 
sleep following 4 h of sleep deprivation (Fig. 2 and Supplementary 

Fig. 1). Although for both dexmedetomidine-induced sedation and 
during recovery sleep there were some cFOS-positive neurons in 
VLPO, we found many more activated cells in the wider PO area (lat-
eral preoptic area, LPO; medial preoptic area , MPO) and in a cluster 
of areas just dorsal of the preoptic region, in the BST (for example, in 
the stria terminalis medial anterior and stria terminalis lateral dorsal), 
and in several septal nuclei: the ventral lateral septum (LSV) and in 
the septo-hypothalamic nucleus (SHy) (Fig. 2a–c). Thus, the broadly 
similar patterns of induced cFOS during dexmedetomidine-induced 
sedation and during recovery sleep indicated that much of the PO 
region was a suitable location for TetTag-DREADD mapping24–27 to 
see if activating neurons in this location was sufficient for to induce the 
behavioral states of sedation and recovery sleep. We aimed to express, 
by TetTagging24, a cFos-promoter-inducible hM3Dq-mCHERRY 
receptor gene25,27 selectively in the PO area of the hypothalamus. 
The excitatory hM3Dq metabotropic receptor is uniquely activated 
by the ligand CNO27. By combining this receptor with cFos-dependent 
TetTagging, the gene encoding the hM3Dq receptor is only turned on 
following neural activity and so records, or tags, ensembles of neurons 
that have been activated in vivo by a stimulus25. The neurons can then 
be reactivated later by systemic CNO, allowing sufficiency for the 
particular behavior25, sleep in this case, to be tested.

TetTagging has been developed with transgenic mice24,25. We set 
up the system using AAV genomes so that we could target the PO 
hypothalamus. Because of size constraints of the AAV genome, we 
generated two AAV viruses, one that contained the Pcfos-tTA trans-
gene, and another that contained the tet-operator promoter (PTRE-tight)  
linked to an hM3Dq-mCHERRY receptor reading frame (Fig. 3a). 
With this method, before behavioral experiments are undertaken, the 
TetTag system is repressed with doxycycline in the diet. Doxycycline 
prevents tTA activating its target promoter, PTRE-tight, located in the 
second AAV genome; when doxycycline is removed, neural activity, 

such as that occurring in recovery sleep or dexmedetomidine-induced 
sedation, can drive the cFos promoter–linked tTA expression, which 
in turn can activate hM3Dq-mCHERRY expression (Fig. 3a).

Preliminary experiments revealed that, when AAV-Pcfos-tTA 
and AAV-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY were co-injected, neurons 
were co-transduced. We therefore co-injected both the AAV-Pcfos-
tTA and AAV-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY bilaterally into LPO  
(LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice) or centrally into the median PO, MnPO 
(MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice), the latter being an area in which  
neurons are particularly active in recovery sleep following sleep dep-
rivation19 (Fig. 3b). We maintained the mice for 4 weeks on a doxy-
cycline diet. Doxycyline was then removed from the diet to allow 
potential inducibility of the hM3Dq-mCHERRY gene, and mice were 
given either a sedative dose of dexmedetomidine (100 µg per kg) i.p., 
a control saline injection i.p. or 4 h of sleep deprivation 2 d later, and 
then allowed recovery sleep. In about half of the cohort, the dexme-
detomidine injection and sleep deprivation procedures were switched 
(Fig. 3b). The order of these procedures made no difference to the 
results.

In the virally injected animals, we looked at activity-inducible 
hM3Dq-mCHERRY patterns in the LPO and MnPO. We looked at 
TetTag gene expression in these areas before and after mice were 
given the sedative dose of dexmedetomidine (100 µg per kg) or 
sleep deprived and then killed during recovery sleep (Fig. 3c and 
Supplementary Fig. 2). LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-
hM3Dq brains were taken 2 h before, or 2 h after animals received 
dexmedetomidine or a control saline injection, or 2 h into recovery 
sleep. They were analyzed for mCHERRY expression. Before dexme-
detomidine injection or sleep deprivation, but with no doxycycline 
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Figure 2 Dexmedetomidine-induced sedation and recovery sleep induced 

cFOS expression in overlapping regions of the mouse hypothalamic 

preoptic area and septum. (a) Schematic of the relevant preoptic 

hypothalamic and septal areas. Left, midline-sagittal section,  

red line marks position of the section. Middle, coronal section.  

Right, magnification of the boxed area showing the relevant anatomical 

sites. (b) Line drawings of cFOS protein expression in the boxed area at 

30 min after saline injection and 30 or 60 min after dexmedetomidine 

(100 µg per kg) injections or 2 h into recovery sleep after sleep 

deprivation. Black dots represent cFOS-positive cells (see Supplementary 

Fig. 1 for representative photographs). Relative to its expression after a 

saline injection, the endogenous cFos gene was induced widely in the  

area by sedative doses of dexmedetomidine or during recovery sleep.  

(c) Number of cFOS-positive neurons in selected anatomical sites after 

saline (white) or dexmedetomidine (red) injections or recovery sleep 

(gray). The boxes represent the s.e.m, and the bars show the range of the 

data. Asterisks represent significance relative to saline *P < 0.05,  

**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 (t test).
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present, there was a low, but detectable, level 
of PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY expression 

this, we patch-clamped visually identified (mCHERRY positive)  
Tet-Tagged neurons found in acute PO slices after dexmedetomidine-
induced sedation. In neurons that were TetTagged, we found that 
CNO induced an excitatory response (8 of 8 neurons in 3 animals) and 
was able to trigger action potential firing (Supplementary Fig. 6a).  
The average depolarization was 10.2 ± 2.1 mV in response to 5 µM 
CNO. As expected, these results are consistent with the hM3Dq recep-
tor coupling to excitatory mechanisms27. After recording from the 
TetTagged neurons, we used single-cell quantitative PCR (qPCR) 
to determine their type: 84% were GABAergic (Gad1 and/or Gad2 
expression) and the remaining were glutamatergic (Vglut2 expression) 
(Supplementary Fig. 6b,c).

Recapitulation of recovery sleep and sedation by CNO

The following sequence of results is illustrated with LPO-
TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice first undergoing 
 dexmedetomidine-induced sedation, followed by CNO treatment, 
then after a 1 month gap, 4-h sleep deprivation and recovery sleep 
followed by CNO treatment (Figs. 4 and 5). Approximately 5 min 
after dexmedetomidine injection, the EEG of both LPO-TetTag-
hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice exhibited prominent and 
sustained NREM that lasted ~90 min relative to the mice given only 
saline (Figs. 4a and 5a). All dexmedetomidine-injected mice became 
immobile (Fig. 4b), but still had a righting reflex. We put mice back 
on the doxycycline diet for 4 d to repress the induction of further 
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Figure 3 The TetTag-hM3Dq system to record 

and reactivate neuronal groups in the preoptic 

hypothalamus activated by a sedative dose of 

dexmedetomidine or during recovery sleep. 

(a) The AAV transgenes. The first contains the 

cFos promoter, which drives expression of tTA 

protein. In the presence of doxycycline (DOX), 

tTA cannot bind and activate its target  

promoter, PTRE-tight, located in the second  

AAV genome. When doxycycline is removed,  

tTA can activate hM3Dq-mCHERRY expression, 

but only in neurons in which tTA expression had 

been driven by the cFos promotor, reflecting 

neural activity. (b) The extended protocol and 

time line for the experiments. (c) LPO-TetTag-

hM3Dq mice. Time course of PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-

mCHERRY transgene induction and decay. The 

photographs show coronal sections from one 

side of the brain stained for hM3Dq-mCHERRY 

expression (red), detected with mCHERRY 

antisera. The images were taken from animals 

killed at six time points: with doxycycline 

removed from the diet 2 d previously, just  

before dexmedetomidine-induced sedation;  

2 h after a sedative dose of dexmedetomidine; 

4 d later on and back on doxycycline, 4 weeks 

after dexmedetomidine-induced sedation on a 

doxycycline diet; 4 h after sleep deprivation; 

and 2 h into recovery sleep following sleep 

deprivation. Induced hM3Dq-mCHERRY 

transgene expression was seen throughout the 

LPO area. Scale bar represents 200 µm.

in scattered cells throughout the injected area in both the LPO-
TetTag-hM3Dq mice and the MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (Fig. 3c 
and Supplementary Fig. 2). This basal transgene expression was 
also present with doxycycline. In LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq brains, and 
consistent with the induction of the endogenous cFos gene (Fig. 2), a 
wide area expressed hM3Dq-mCHERRY receptors following systemic 
dexmedetomidine administration, stretching from the bed nucleus 
stria terminalis/lateral septum and septal hypothalamic nuclei in the 
dorsal part of the region, the whole LPO area and through to the 
VLPO and extended VLPO area at the base (Fig. 3c). For recovery 
sleep, a similar LPO-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY expression pattern 
was found; this expression started to appear during the sleep depriva-
tion period, and became stronger 2 h into recovery sleep (Fig. 3c). 
For the MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq brains, recovery sleep and dexme-
detomidine-induced sedation both induced hM3Dq-mCHERRY 
expression above basal levels in the MnPO area; however, there 
was a differential effect, as the gene induction was weaker follow-
ing dexmedetomidine-induced sedation compared with that during 
recovery sleep (Supplementary Fig. 2). In separate experiments,  
we determined that levels of the induced hM3Dq-mCHERRY receptor 
protein persisted for at least 4 d post-stimulus (for example, dexme-
detomidine-induced sedation or recovery sleep after sleep depriva-
tion followed immediately by doxycycline in the diet; Fig. 3c and 
Supplementary Fig. 2), but that during the 4-week period following 
the first challenge, sleep-deprivation or dexmedetomidine-induced 
sedation, levels TetTag-hM3Dq-mCHERRY expression fell back to 
baseline levels (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Figs. 2–4).

CNO induced the expression of cFos protein in TetTagged hM3Dq-
mCHERRY–positive neurons (Supplementary Fig. 5), suggesting that 
an excitatory response was generated in these neurons. To confirm  
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TetTag-hM3Dq receptors, injected them i.p. with CNO or saline and 
then recorded their EEG and behavioral responses (Figs. 4c,d and 5b). 
The mice used in our study exhibited maximal periods of NREM sleep 
during the ‘lights on’ part of the cycle (Supplementary Fig. 7a,b). All 
CNO injections were therefore carried out during this period when 
the mice were most active.

After CNO injection, the LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice went into a state 
resembling sustained NREM sleep (Figs. 4c,d and 5b). They moved 
little and their neocortical EEG developed powerful and sustained 
delta activity for about 90 min. Thus, dexmedetomidine-induced 
sedation was recapitulated by CNO injection.

Giving CNO to the MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice that were previously 
sedated with dexmedetomidine induced substantial delta power (high 
delta/theta ratio) in the EEG (Figs. 4c and 5c), but these mice moved 
to a similar extent as the saline- or CNO-injected controls (Fig. 4d). 
Thus, there was a notable disconnect between EEG and behavior. 
This suggests that the LPO area, but not the MnPO, contains neurons  
sufficient for full adrenergic α2 receptor–induced sedation.

Prior to the next stimulus, sleep deprivation followed by recov-
ery sleep, LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice were 
maintained on doxycycline for a further 4 weeks. CNO administra-
tion to these animals during the latter part of this time had no effect 
on the behavior or EEG, consistent with the decay of the hM3Dq-
mCHERRY protein back to basal levels (Fig. 3c and Supplementary 

Fig. 2). About a month after the first experiment (dexmedetomidine-
induced sedation), the mice were removed from doxycycline and, 48 h 
later, instead of a sedative dexmedetomidine injection, the mice were 
sleep deprived and then allowed a period of recovery sleep (Fig. 4e). 
During the recovery sleep, the EEG of both LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and 

MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice showed sustained NREM sleep (Figs. 4e 

and 5d). During a 30-min recording, mice in recovery sleep moved 
little (Fig. 4f). After the period of sleep deprivation, the mice were 
placed back on doxycycline and, 4 d later, given a CNO or saline injec-
tion i.p. and their behavior and EEG responses were measured.

Both groups of CNO-injected mice, LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and 
MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice, had sustained delta power ~90 min fol-
lowing CNO administration (Figs. 4g and 5e,f), and strong behavioral 
arrest (Fig. 4h), showing that an ensemble of neurons had been acti-
vated in these areas that were sufficient to initiate and sustain recovery 
sleep. Given that these were the same group of animals that had earlier 
undergone dexmedetomidine-induced sedation and reactivation by 
CNO, it seems likely that dexmedetomidine-induced sedation and 
recovery sleep share similar mechanisms and circuitry for the LPO 
area. On the other hand, although MnPO seemed relevant for recov-
ery sleep, where its re-activation seemed to be as effective as LPO’s, 
MnPO had less of a role in dexmedetomidine-induced sedation.

Recapitulation of hypothermia by CNO

Using TetTagging, we examined whether the neural circuitries in the 
LPO and MnPO areas were sufficient to trigger sedative or recovery 
sleep–induced hypothermia. Before any treatments, we checked that 
neither saline nor CNO injections caused a change in body tempera-
ture (Fig. 6a). The body temperature of the mice was higher during 
the dark period when they were most active (Supplementary Fig. 7c); 
as for the sedation experiments, all investigations of temperature 
were done during the dark period. 2 d after doxycycline removal, we 
gave LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice the seda-
tive dose of 100 µg per kg dexmedetomidine. This caused a strong  
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Figure 4 Serial re-activation of genetically tagged neuronal ensembles following dexmedetomidine-induced sedation and recovery sleep.  

(a) Percentage NREM sleep after dexmedetomidine. Both LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 6) and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 6) mice showed sustained NREM, 

significantly greater than control (P < 0.0001). Data shown are for LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice. (b) Speed in an open field 30 min after dexmedetomidine. 

Data shown are for LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 7). (c) NREM sleep after CNO injection, 4 d after dexmedetomidine sedation. Filled circles indicate 

LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 7, P < 0.0001, compared with control) after CNO injection. Filled triangles represent MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 6,  

P < 0.001, compared with control) mice after CNO injection. Open circles indicate LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 9) mice after control CNO injection without 

prior sedation or recovery sleep. (d) Speed in an open field 30 min after CNO injection, 4 d after dexmedetomidine sedation. Filled circles represent 

after CNO injection for LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice. Filled triangles represent after CNO injection for MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice. Open circles represent 

after control CNO injection without prior sedation or recovery sleep. CNO recapitulated the effects of dexmedetomidine in LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 8,  

P < 0.0001), but not in MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 6, P = 0.1) compared with control (n = 7). (e) NREM after 4 h of sleep deprivation (SD, n = 6).  

(f) Speed in an open field 30 min at the start of recovery sleep (n = 8). (g) NREM sleep after CNO injection, 4 d after sleep deprivation/recovery sleep. 

Filled circles represent LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 8, P < 0.0001, compared to baseline) after CNO injection. Filled triangles represent MnPO-TetTag-

hM3Dq (n = 7, P < 0.0001, two-way ANOVA compared to baseline) mice after CNO injection. (h) Speed in open field 30 min after CNO injection,  

4 d after recovery sleep. CNO recapitulated the effects of recovery sleep in both LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq (n = 8; P < 0.0001) and in MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice 

(n = 7; P < 0.0001, two-way ANOVA) compared to baseline (n = 7). For all panels, error bars represent s.e.m. and the statistical tests were two-way ANOVA.
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hypothermia (Fig. 6a), consistent with previous reports6,32. 4 d later, 
on a doxycycline diet, we then injected them with CNO. In the LPO-
TetTag-hM3Dq animals, CNO reactivation of the dexmedetomidine-
induced hypothalamic ensembles largely recapitulated the temperature 
drop (Fig. 6b). There was, however, little effect in MnPO-TetTag-
hM3Dq mice (Fig. 6c). Thus, following dexmedetomidine sedation, 
activated neuronal ensembles in LPO, but not MnPO, are responsible 
for the hypothermia produced by this drug.

A parallel group of LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq 
mice were sleep deprived for 4 h and allowed recovery sleep. Sleep 
deprivation elevated their body temperature to about 38 °C; during 
the first few hours of recovery sleep, this temperature fell to that 
occurring during natural NREM sleep, about 36.5 °C (Fig. 6d and 
Supplementary Fig. 7c). 4 d later, we gave mice CNO. In both the 
LPO- and MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq groups, CNO treatment produced 
a substantial drop in body temperature (Fig. 6e,f), comparable to, 
but somewhat larger than, that seen during recovery sleep (Fig. 6d). 
Thus, as we found for the effects on delta power and immobility, both 
LPO and MnPO can contribute equal and parallel effects in producing 
hypothermia in recovery sleep.

Role of GABAergic neurons for the rapid onset of sedation

To test whether dexmedetomidine-induced sedation required 
GABAergic neurons in the LPO area, we deleted the vesicular GABA 

transporter (Vgat) gene by injecting AAV-Cre-2A-Venus bilaterally 
into the LPO of mice homozygous for a loxP-flanked Vgat gene33, 
Vgatlox/lox, to generate LPO-∆Vgat mice (Fig. 7a). Control Vgatlox/lox 
mice were injected with AAV-GFP to give LPO-GFP mice.

1 month later, when given sedative doses of dexmedetomidine 
(100 µg per kg), and some 5 min after injection, control LPO-GFP 
mice showed the expected large increase in delta power in their EEG 
compared with that produced by saline injection (Fig. 7b), they had 
sustained NREM lasting for ~90 min (Fig. 7c), and in about 10 min 
after injection they had ceased moving (Fig. 7d). By contrast, 10 
min after i.p. injection of dexmedetomidine into LPO-∆Vgat mice, 
there was only a small shift of the EEG to delta frequencies (Fig. 7e). 
This absence of effect was notable (Fig. 7b,e). However, ~30 min 
after injection, the percentage of NREM in the LPO-∆Vgat mice was  
substantially higher than in saline-injected animals (Fig. 7f), and 
the mice became sedated (Fig. 7g), such that after 30 min they were 
as sedated as dexmedetomidine-injected LPO-GFP mice (Fig. 7c,f). 
Thus, GABAergic neurons in the LPO area were required for rapid-
onset dexmedetomidine-induced sedation.

Controls for the TetTag-DREADD method

We did several controls for the specificity of the TetTag-DREADD 
system. First, CNO given alone to mice that had not received any 
AAV injections produced no behavioral effects, no change to the EEG 
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ensembles in LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq and MnPO-TetTag-

hM3Dq mice following dexmedetomidine-induced 

sedation or recovery sleep. Each panel shows 

Fourier Transform power spectra when the EEG and 
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sleep (red) or wake (black). The envelopes represent  

the s.e.m. (a) Dexmedetomidine sedation (n = 7).  

(b) CNO reactivation after dexmedetomidine 

sedation for LPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 8).  

(c) CNO reactivation after dexmedetomidine 
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(d) Recovery sleep (n = 7). (e) CNO reactivation 
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(n = 8). (f) CNO reactivation after recovery sleep for 

MnPO-TetTag-hM3Dq mice (n = 7). Each spectrum 
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TetTag-hM3Dq mice following recovery sleep,  
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(as noted previously27) and no change in body temperature. Second, 
we found a low basal expression of the PTRE-tight-hM3Dq transgene 
in the PO hypothalamic area of AAV-injected mice on doxycycline 
(Fig. 3c). But even when we unlocked the transgene system by remov-
ing doxycycline for 2 d from the diet, and then giving CNO without 
any other treatments, nothing happened to the mice (Fig. 4c,d,g,h). 
Evidently, strong stimulation of the relevant neurons is needed to 
induce the TetTag genes. Third, we co-injected the AAV-Pcfos-tTA 
and AAV-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY viruses bilaterally into the 
superior colliculi (Supplementary Fig. 8a), a region that is unlikely to 
be involved in either dexmedetomidine-induced sedation or recovery 
sleep after sleep deprivation.

These SC-TetTag-hM3Dq mice were then subjected to the full 
experimental procedure (Fig. 3b): doxycycline repression for 1 month, 
doxycycline removal, dexmedetomidine-sedation followed by 4 d 
recovery and then CNO injection, and then, subsequently, the sleep 
deprivation and recovery sleep treatments, followed by CNO admin-
istration. No behavioral or EEG change was found (Supplementary 

Fig. 8b) and there was little basal or induced hM3Dq-mCHERRY  
expression seen in the colliculi, suggesting that the sleep-recapitulating  
effect of CNO is specific for the PO hypothalamus.

DISCUSSION

Selectively activating α2-adrenoreceptors is an effective way to 
induce deep, but arousable, sedation7,9,10,34. The sleep-like qualities 
of this sedation hint that, by understanding how adrenergic α2 ago-
nists work at the network level, we might learn more about circuitry 
regulating aspects of natural sleep. Global gene knockouts show that 
 dexmedetomidine-induced sedation, hypothermia and LORR all 
depend on α2A receptors9,32. Given that α2A receptor activation 

inhibits noradrenergic LC neurons9 (Fig. 1c) and LC firing promotes 
wakefulness13–15, the view has been that α2-adrenergic agonists pro-
duce sedation by inhibiting the LC7. In many studies, sedation and 
LORR tend to be conceptually blended: sedation is considered a light 
or intermittent loss of consciousness, whereas LORR is a deeper ver-
sion of this same state. We investigated this by acute knockdown 
of α2A receptors selectively from the LC. To our surprise, this did 
not alter dexmedetomidine’s ability to induce sedation at low doses  
(<100 µg per kg), but did, on the other hand, abolish LORR at high 
concentrations (400 µg per kg). This suggests that these states, seda-
tion and LORR, are generated by α2 agonist drugs influencing distinct 
circuitries; in particular, sedation induced by low-dose dexmedeto-
midine does not depend on inhibiting the LC.

We suggest that dexmedetomidine-induced LORR is not, in fact, 
the animal equivalent of deep loss of consciousness in humans, as 
usually assumed, but instead results from engaging the spinal cord 
mechanism that produces muscle atonia in REM sleep and cataplexy35. 
During wakefulness, GABAergic and glycinergic interneurons in the 
spinal cord and brainstem are inhibited by descending LC inputs35; 
this descending inhibition is released during REM sleep to give mus-
cle atonia35. Thus, over-stimulating the noradrenergic LC neurons 
optogenetically, probably silencing them by vesicle depletion, causes 
a cataplexy-like state with muscle atonia15. Similarly, we speculate that 
high-dose dexmedetomidine causes LORR by inhibiting LC neurons, 
which in turn releases interneuron inhibition of motor neurons.

Dexmedetomidine sedation and recovery sleep are similar

In humans, the clinical use for dexmedetomidine is at the lower 
sedative doses. Thus, it is particularly important to understand the 
mechanism of this sedative component. A classic body of work shows 

Figure 7 Selective knockout of the GABA 

vesicular transporter gene (Vgat) in the PO 

hypothalamic area (LPO-∆Vgat mice) slows the 

transition to dexmedetomidine-induced sleep. 

(a) Cre recombinase, produced from an AAV 

transgene, deletes exon 2 of the Vgat gene33 

following AAV-Cre-2A-Venus bilateral injection 

into the LPO area of Vgatlox/lox mice. Right, 

the extent of AAV expression, as detected by 

staining with EGFP antisera. (b) EEG power 

spectra 10 min after dexmedetomidine  

(100 µg kg−1, red line) or saline (black) 

injection in control mice (n = 8) expressing  

AAV-GFP in the LPO (LPO-GFP mice, n = 6).  

Lighter shaded envelopes indicate the s.e.m. 

(c) Percentage of time scored as NREM 

sleep after dexmedetomidine (100 µg per kg; 

filled circles, n = 6) was significantly greater 

(two-way ANOVA, P < 0.0001) than in saline 

(open circles, n = 8) in LPO-GFP control 

mice. (d) Speed in open field 30 min after 

dexmedetomidine (100 µg kg−1, filled circles,  

n = 7) was significantly less (two-way ANOVA,  

P < 0.0001) than in saline (open circles, n = 6)  

in LPO-GFP control mice. (e) EEG power spectra  

10 min after dexmedetomidine (100 µg per kg,  

red line, n = 6) or saline (black) injection in 

mice (n = 8) expressing AAV-Cre-2A-Venus  

in the LPO (LPO-∆Vgat mice). (f) Percentage 

of time scored as NREM sleep after 

dexmedetomidine (100 µg kg−1, filled circles,  

n = 6) was significantly greater (two-way ANOVA, 

P < 0.0001) than in saline (n = 8) in AAV-Cre-2A-Venus mice. (g) Speed in open field 30 min after dexmedetomidine (100 µg kg−1; filled circles, n = 6) 

was significantly less (two-way ANOVA, P < 0.0001) than in saline (open circles, n = 8) in LPO-∆Vgat mice. For all panels, the error bars represent s.e.m.
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that the PO hypothalamic area regulates wakefulness, sleep and body 
temperature18,23,36,37. Sleep-active and temperature-sensitive neu-
rons are widespread in the PO area18–20. Indeed, we found that an 
extensive part of the PO hypothalamus and some neighboring dorsal 
structures express both endogenous cFOS and the cFos-dependent  
hM3Dq-mCHERRY transgene during recovery sleep and after  
dexmedetomidine-induced sedation. It was not clear, however, if  
activating any of these neurons is sufficient to induce sleep or  
the accompanying decrease in body temperature found with these 
states. To test their sufficiency, we reactivated the induced TetTag 
ensembles with systemic CNO.

By artificially reactivating the neurons initially activated by a sys-
temic low-dose of dexmedetomidine, we found that such LPO neu-
rons are sufficient to induce both sedation (NREM sleep) and the 
accompanying strong hypothermia. The rapid induction of this seda-
tion required GABAergic neurons in the LPO area, but full sedation  
could still emerge later when GABA release was blocked, imply-
ing additional mechanisms. Because some of these neurons  
release galanin38, this neuropeptide may also be involved. We also 
found that reactivating the same or similar groups of neurons in the 
LPO also mimicked recovery sleep and the drop in body tempera-
ture after sleep deprivation. Thus, TetTagging revealed that dexme-
detomidine-induced sedation and recovery sleep are similar states,  
both requiring activation of neuronal ensembles in the LPO area.  
In the future, it will be interesting to disentangle the effects of sleep 
onset and body temperature decrease. Dexmedetomidine and sleep 
deprivation also induced TetTag-hM3Dq expression in another 
PO nucleus, MnPO. Although reactivation of MnPO with CNO 
did fully recapitulate recovery sleep, it only partially recapitulated  
DEX-induced sedation. There was an interesting disconnect between 
a strong increase in the EEG delta/theta ratio and animal movement—
the mice were not sleeping, but perhaps ‘sleep walking’. This was also 
true with the hypothermia effects: although MnPO could recapitulate  
the temperature decrease seen in recovery sleep, no ensembles  
that regulate temperature were activated in MnPO by dexmedeto-
midine sedation.

The natural sleep rhythm over 24 h was not a sufficiently strong 
stimulus to induce the TetTag-DREADD neuronal ensembles, at least 
under our experimental protocol: their formation apparently required 
the stronger drivers of dexmedetomidine or recovery sleep following 
sleep deprivation. In basal conditions, CNO did not induce a change 
in the EEG compared with dexmedetomidine sedation and recovery 
sleep, and animals did not behaviorally enter sleep. Indeed, in mice with 
hM3Dq receptors selectively, but continuously, expressed in GABAergic 
neurons in the PO hypothalamic area39, systemic CNO produced only 
a small increase in NREM sleep, and only during the day.

A dominant hypothesis has been that NA tonically inhibits sleep-
active GABAergic neurons in the PO area during wakefulness that 
project to arousal nuclei40,41. However, the TetTag method demon-
strated that both α2 agonists and sleep deprivation induced NREM 
sleep and decreases in body temperature by locally exciting neurons in 
the preoptic area. One explanation for our results could be that adren-
ergic α2 agonists preferentially inhibit local GABAergic interneu-
rons. These would in turn inhibit sleep-active GABAergic projection 
neurons less. Thus, following dexmedetomidine administration, the 
projection neurons would then fire more by dis-inhibition to induce 
sedation. However, a knockdown of Adra2a transcripts in the LPO 
did not alter the sedative effects of 100 µg per kg dexmedetomidine 
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Alternatively, dexmedetomidine could acti-
vate inhibitory α2A receptors on the terminals of inhibitory afferents 
coming into the PO area, for example, GABA inputs, or NA inputs 

from nuclei other than the LC. The reduced local release of GABA or 
NA into the PO hypothalamus would then allow dis-inhibition and 
excitation of the sleep-promoting neurons.

The biochemical mechanism for how recovery sleep is initiated and 
maintained remains a mystery. Candidate sleep homeostat molecules, 
which accumulate proportionally to the amount of sleep deprivation 
and act locally in the preoptic area, include PGD2 and adenosine42. 
Because hypothalamic-initiated recovery sleep and dexmedetomidine-
induced sedation seem similar, another endogenous, but as yet uni-
dentified, candidate sleep homeostat molecule might resemble an 
adrenergic α2 agonist in its properties.

METHODS

Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS
Design and testing of Adra2a shRNAs. The mouse Adra2a coding region, 
including the start and stop codons, was obtained by PCR from the single exon 
adra2 gene in genomic DNA (primer sequences given in reference43) and cloned 
into an expression plasmid pPcmv-IRES-gfp (Clontech) upstream of the IRES ele-
ment, between XhoI and EcoRI sites, to give pPcmv-Adra2a-IRES-gfp (Fig. 1a). 
We used the Invitrogen and pSM2 design (http://cancan.cshl.edu/RNAi_central/) 
algorithms to select shRNAs directed against the mouse Adra2a coding or 3′UTR 
regions. To express the shRNAs, we used the pPRIME system28. This generates 
micro-RNA-30 (mir30)-derived shRNAs and co-expression of a marker pro-
tein, such as dsRED, from the same transcript. The shRNA hairpin sequences 
were placed into the mir30 site of pPRIME-cmv-dsRed-FF3 (ref. 28) (Addgene 
Plasmid 11664; gift from S. Elledge, Howard Hughes Medical Institute). The 
DNA sequences of the hairpins (21 nucleotides) were shAdra2a1: 5′-TGC TGT 
TGA CAG TGA GCG AGC AACG TGC TGG TTA TTA TCG TAG TGA AGC 
CAC AGA TGT ACG ATA ATA ACC AGC ACG TTG CCT GCC TAC TGC 
CTC GGA-3′; shAdra2a2: 5′-TGC TGT TGA CAG TGA GCG CGC CAC TCA 
TCT CCA TAG AGA ATA GTG AAG CCA CAG ATG TAT TCT CTA TGG 
AGA TGA GTG GCG TGC CTA CTG CCT CGG A-3′; and shscramble: 5′-TGC 
TGT TGA CAG TGA GCG AGC CGC GAT TAG GCT GTT ATA ATA GTG 
AAG CCA CAG ATG TAT TAT AAC AGC CTA ATC GCG CGG CTT GCC 
TAC TGC CTC GGA-3′.

The hairpin oligonucleotides were PCR amplified by VENT polymerase (NEB) 
using the pPRIME forward and reverse oligonucleotides with added XhoI and 
EcoRI sites underlined (forward: 5′-GATGGCTG-CTCGAG-AAGGTATAT-
TGCTGTTGACAGTGAGCG-3′; reverse, 5′-GTCTAGAG-GAATTC-
CGAGGCAGTAGGCA-3′), digested with XhoI and EcoRI, and inserted into 
the mir30 site of EcoRI/XhoI-digested pPRIME to generate the constructs shown 
in Figure 1a. To test knockdown efficiency of the shadra2 hairpins, HEK293 
cells European Collection of Cell Cultures were co-transfected, using the calcium 
phosphate method, with pPcmv-Adra2a-IRES-gfp and the pPRIME-dsRED-mir30 
plasmids. 16 h after transfection, cells were washed with PBS, and 48 h afterwards, 
the coverslips were then fixed, and mounted.

Generation of AAV shAdra2a1, shAdra2a2 KD and shscramble transgenes. 
To generate AAV transgene-expressing miRNAs, the dsRED-mir30-shAdra2a1, 
dsRED-mir30-shAdra2a2, and dsRED-mir30-shscramble inserts in pPRIME28 
were released by SbfI and PacI digestion, and cloned into the PstI and PacI sites 
in the polylinker of the AAV-genome plasmid pAM-flex44, where we had first 
changed the EcoRV site in the pAM-flex polylinker to PacI, to give ITR-cmv 

Penhancer/chicken β-actin-dsRED-mir30-shRNA-woodchuck post-translational regu-

latory sequence (WPRE)-bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal (pA)-ITR. 
These constructs were packed into AAV capsids (see section below).

Generation of AAV TetTag-DREADD transgenes. The TetTag transgene 
components, cFos-tTA and PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY, were placed into two 
separate AAV transgenes. As a building block, we started with the plasmid pAAV-

ITR-Pcmv/β-actin-iCre-2A-Venus-WPRE-pA-ITR45. A PacI site was first introduced 
just upstream of the CMV/β-actin promoter in this plasmid using Quick Change 
Mutagenesis (Agilent) (Primers 5′-CTG GAA GCT CCT TAA TTA ACG CTC 
TCC TGT TCC GAC C-3′ and 5′-GGT CGG AAC AGG AGA GCG TTA ATT 
AAG GAG CTT CCA G-3′), and the “Pcmv/β-actin-Cre-2A-Venus” fragment then 
removed with PacI and NotI digestion. To generate the AAV-cFos-tTA construct, 
the cFos-tTA cassette, from a plasmid containing a cFos promoter/first intron 
−764/+918 fragment (PcFos) linked to the tTA reading frame24 (Addgene plasmid 
34856; gift from M. Mayford, Scripps Research Institute), was PCR-amplified 
(the forward primer with a NotI site: 5′-GCATTCCACCACTGCGGCCGCTC
ATCAGTTCCATAGG-3′ and reverse primer with a PacI site: 5′-GGTGCGG
GCCTCTTCTTCTTAATTAAGCCAGACGGCCGCAGC-3′) and subcloned 
into the PacI/NotI digested Cre-Venus vector, to give pAAV-ITR-PcFos-tTA-

WPRE-pA-ITR; For the generation of the pAAV-ITR-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCherry-

WPRE-pA-ITR construct, we started with the plasmid pAAV-hSyn-double floxed 

hM3Dq-mCHERRY46 (a gift from Bryan L. Roth, University of North Carolina; 
Addgene plasmid 44361), which contains an inverted hM3Dq-mCherry read-
ing frame flanked by AscI and NheI sites. We PCR-amplified (forward primer 
hM3Dq-NheI-F: 5′-CGAAGGTTATGGCTAGCCTTACTTGTACAGCTCG-3′; 
reverse primer hM3Dq-AscI-R: 5′-CTTTATACGAAGTTATGGGCGCGCCAC

CATGAC-3′) the hM3Dq-mCHERRY reading frame (including the Kozak ATG 
initiation sequence CCATGG), and placed this fragment back in the NheI/AcsI 
digested parent plasmid, but now in the sense orientation between the lox sites 
to give “hSyn-double floxed hM3Dq-mCherry sense”. We then removed the hSyn 
promoter from this construct by MluI and SalI digestion, and replaced the pro-
moter with the TRE-tight (PTRE-tight) promoter; this was PCR-amplified from 
the pTRE-Tight plasmid (Clontech; forward primer, 5′-CTTCACACGCGTTT
ACTCCCTATCAGGATAGAG-3′; reverse primer, 5′-CAGCTGACTAGTCGA
CCCCCGGGTAC-3′), then digested with MluI and SalI. The final construct was 
pAAV-ITR-PTRE-tight-hM3Dq-mCHERRY-WPRE-pA-ITR.

Generation of recombinant AAV particles. All AAV transgenes were packaged 
into AAV capsids (mixed serotype 1 & 2, 1:1 LORR ratio of AAV1 and AAV2 capsid  
proteins with AAV2 ITRs)44,47. HEK293 cells were co-transfected, using the  
calcium phosphate method, with AAV transgene plasmid, the adenovirus helper 
plasmid pF∆6, and the AAV helper plasmids pH21 (AAV1), and pRVI (AAV2)47. 
60–65 h after transfection, cells were washed in 1xPBS, and pelleted; pellets were 
resuspended in 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0. Then sodium deoxycholate 
(Sigma #D5670) and benzonase endonuclease (Sigma #E1014) were added and 
incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. After incubating, cell debris were removed by cen-
trifugation and AAV particles were purified from the supernatant by passing 
over a heparin column (1-ml HiTrap Heparin columns, Sigma #5-4836), which 
binds the AAV particles47. The column was pre-equilibrated with 10 ml 150 mM  
NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0. Then the supernatant was loaded onto the column 
at 200 µl/min flow rate; the column was washed with 20 ml 100 mM NaCl,  
20 mM Tris pH 8.0 and virus was eluted off the column as follows: 1 ml 200 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 (discarded), 1 ml 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 
(discarded), 1.5 ml 400 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 (collected), 3 ml 450 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 (collected), 1.5 ml 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 
(collected). After purification, AAV particles were concentrated using AMICON 
ULTRA-4 (100000MWCO; Millipore; CatNo. UFC810024) at 2,000g for 10 min. 
The concentrator was twice refilled with 3.5 ml of 0.9% NaCl (wt/vol). Elutions 
were removed to a sterile tube, and 250 µl of 0.9% NaCl were added. AAV was 
aliquotted and stored at −80 °C.

Mice. All experiments were performed in accordance with the United Kingdom 
Home Office Animal Procedures Act (1986), and had local ethical approval. All 
the knockdown and TetTag-DREADD experiments used adult male C57BL/6 
mice, 8–12 weeks old, purchased from Harlan UK. The Vgatlox/lox mice33 were 
purchased from JAX labs (stock no. 012897; donated by Bradley Lowell). Mice 
were kept on a 12:12 light:dark cycle, at a maximum of four animals per cage, 
with free access to food and water. Behavioral experiments, except where specified 
otherwise, were performed during “lights-off ”.

Stereotaxic injections of AAV. Mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane (vol/vol)  
in O2 by inhalation and mounted into a stereotaxic frame (Angle two, Leica 
Microsystems) linked to a digital mouse brain atlas. Mice were maintained on 
1.5–2% isoflurane during the surgery. Mice that had been injected with AAVs 
were allowed 1 month to recover and for the viral transgenes to adequately express 
before undergoing behavioral experiments.

LC injections of shAdra2a1 and shAdra2a2 and shscramble AAVs. The 
AAVs to target the LC were injected into separate cohorts of adult C57BL/6 
mice using 0.5–1 µl of virus, plus 0.5 µl 20% mannitol (wt/vol) to increase injec-
tion spread48, at 0.1 µl/min controlled by an ultramicropump (World Precision 
Instruments), using pre-calibrated pulled glass pipettes with a tip diameter of 
6–10 µm. Coordinates, measured in millimeter from Bregma were: −5.4 AP, ± 
0.8 ML, −3.7 DV.

Preoptic hypothalamic injections of TetTag-DREADD and Cre-2A-Venus 

AAVs. The two TetTag-DREADD AAVs (AAV-PcFos-tTA and AAV-PTRE-tight-

hM3Dq-mCHERRY) were premixed in an equal ratio. AAV injections were done 
into adult C57BL/6 mice, with 0.5 µl of AAV mixture plus 0.5 µl 20% mannitol (total 
1 µl volume). All injections used a 10 µl Hamilton syringe at a rate of 0.25 µl/min. 
The AAV-Cre-2A-Venus transgene45 (gift from T. Kuner, University of Heidelberg) 
was packaged into AAV capsids (see above) and 0.5 µl AAV and 0. 5 µl mannitol 
(20%) injected into adult Vgatlox/lox mice. AAVs were injected bilaterally into the 
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LPO (AP +0.2 mm, ML ± 0.75 mm, DV −5.7 mm relative to Bregma), or with one 
injection into MnPO (AP +0.4 mm, ML 0 mm, DV −4.5 mm relative to Bregma), 
or bilateral injections into the superior colliculi (AP −3.8 mm, ML ± 1.0 mm,  
DV −2.0 mm relative to Bregma).

Fitting of Neurologgers. Mice were chronically implanted with skull screw  
electrodes (−1.5 mm Bregma, +1.5 mm midline – first recording electrode;  
+1.5 mm Bregma, −1.5 mm midline – second recording electrode; −1 mm 
Lambda, 0 mm midline – reference electrode) to measure cortical EEG and 
the electrical signals were recorded on a wireless electronic recording device 
(Neurologger 2) as described previously43,49.

Assay for sedation. 50 to 100 µg per kg of dexmedetomidine (Tocris Bioscience), 
dissolved in saline was delivered intraperitoneally and animals, fitted with 
Neurologgers, were placed immediately afterwards in the activity cage for  
15 min to assess locomotor activity (Med Associates Activity Monitor Version 5 
for mice). The EEG of animals was simultaneously recorded.

Assay for LORR. 400 µg per kg of dexmedetomidine was delivered intra-
peritoneally and animals, fitted with Neurologgers, were placed in a continuously 
slowly rotating cylinder43. A rotation rate of 3 rpm was found to give a robust 
and reproducible LORR in control mice43. Animals were scored as positive for 
LORR if they had rolled onto their backs in the rotating cylinder and made no 
obvious attempt to right themselves for at least 60 s. The EEG of animals was 
simultaneously recorded.

TetTag-pharmacogenetic behavioral protocols. After AAV injection, mice 
were raised on food with 40 mg per kg doxycycline (Harlan TD.120240 40 ppm 
Doxycycline Diet 2018B) for four weeks24. For the behavioral experiments to 
examine dexmedetomidine-induced sedation, dexmedetomidine or saline i.p. 
injection took place 48 h after removal of doxycycline. We chose this time point 
because it gave the optimum ratio of basal vs. induced transgene expression. At the 
end of the sedation experiments, mice were then put back on the doxycycline diet 
(Harlan TD 09295 1000 ppm Doxycycline Diet 2018). 4 d after dexmedetomidine- 
induced sedation, clozapine-N-oxide (C0832, Sigma-Aldrich, dissolved in 
saline, 5 mg per kg) was injected i.p. into TetTag-DREADD mice fitted with 
Neurologger2 devices. All CNO and dexmedetomidine injections were carried 
out during “lights off ”. 30 min after CNO injection, behavior was assessed in the 
activity cage as described above.

Sleep deprivation and recovery sleep. Sleep deprivation started 2 d after removal 
of doxycycline and started at Zeitgeber time zero. The control group was allowed 
normal sleep; the experimental group was sleep deprived for 4 h by introducing 
novel objects or tapping lightly on the cages50. To reduce the possibility of stress, 
we never touched the mice directly. Mice were then placed back into their home 
cages where they exhibited strong and sustained recovery NREM sleep. CNO  
(5 mg per kg) responses were examined four days from the recovery. At the end 
of the sleep recovery day, mice were put back on food with 1 g per kg doxycycline 
(or 1 g/l doxycycline in the drinking water), which was replaced with 40 mg per 
kg doxycycline the following day24.

EEG analysis. Four data channels could be recorded at a sampling rate of 200 Hz 
and were low-pass filtered with a cut-off at 1 Hz (−3 db). The EEG data recorded 
by the Neurologger2 devices were downloaded and waveforms visualized using 
Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design) or MATLAB (MathWorks). 
EEG data were analyzed using Fourier transforms to average power spectra over 
time43. The power spectra were normalized such that the total area under the 
spectra for the saline controls was unity.

Measurement of body temperature. The body temperature of the mice was 
recorded using a miniature data logger (DSTnano; Star-Oddi) that was implanted 
seven days previously in the peritoneal cavity. The loggers were programmed 
to record every 30 min during 24-h sleep recordings, every 5 min during sleep 
deprivation and recovery sleep, or every 2 min for experiments with dexmedeto-
midine or CNO injection. The loggers were recovered and the data downloaded 
at the end of the experiments.

Adra2a mRNA levels. Locus coeruleus Adra2a mRNA levels were determined 
from adra2a KD and scramble AAV-injected mice by real time qPCR (n = 4), using 
a Taqman RNA-to-CTTM1-Step kit (Applied Biosystems). Briefly, brains were 
removed and 1-mm tissue punches were collected using 1-mm interval mouse 
brain matrix (Zivic Instruments) and 1-mm core diameter hollow needles. Total 
RNA was extracted from frozen tissues using TRIzol. qPCR was performed on an 
ABI StepOne Plus Real Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) using the Adra2a 
primers (Applied Biosystems, Mm00845983_s1), described previously43. Data 
were evaluated with SDS 2.1 software, using the Comparative CT method (∆∆CT) 
to measure gene expression. Relative expression of the Adra2a mRNA was deter-
mined by comparing AAV-shRNA mRNA levels in the knockdown group to those 
in AAV-scramble, mice and normalized to expression of tyrosine hydroxylase 
(TH) mRNA (TH primers were: Applied Biosystems, Mm00447557_m1).

Immunohistochemistry (fluorescent detection). Adult mice were anesthetized, 
transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (wt/vol) in PBS, pH 7.4. Brains 
were removed and 40-µm-thick coronal sections cut using a Leica VT1000S 
vibratome. Free-floating sections were washed in PBS three times for 10 min, 
permeabilized in PBS plus 0.4% Triton X-100 (vol/vol) for 30 min, blocked by 
incubation in PBS plus 4% normal goat serum (NGS, vol/vol), 0.2% Triton X-100 
for 1 h (all at 22 ± 2 °C) and subsequently incubated with a cFOS monoclonal anti-
body29 (1:10,000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, CatNo.sc-253), and/or a mCHERRY 
monoclonal antibody (1:2,000, Clontech, CatNo.632543), or a tyrosine hydroxy-
lase monoclonal antibody (1:1,000, Sigma T-2928), or with GFP antiserum 
(1:1,000, Life Technology, A6455)44. Primary antisera were diluted in PBS plus 
2% NGS overnight at 4 °C. Incubated slices were washed three times in PBS plus 
1% NGS for 10 min at 22 ± 2 °C, incubated for 2 h at 22 ± 2 °C with a 1:1,000 dilu-
tion of a Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (1:1,000, Molecular Probes,  
CatNo.A11034) and Alexa Flour 594 goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (1:1,000, 
Molecular Probes, CatNo.A11005) in PBS plus 1% NGS, and subsequently washed 
there times in PBS for 10 min at 22 ± 2 °C. The sections were mounted on slides 
and coverslipped. Antibody validation: The cFOS antibody gave selective nuclear 
neuronal staining following an excitatory stimulus in a pattern consistent with 
many other studies (for example, refs. 21 and 31) and staining with this anti-
body also mimicked the induction of the cFos promoter-based TetTag transgenes,  
further indicating specificity; the mCHERRY monoclonal antibody did not stain 
brain sections unless the area had been transduced with an AAV expressing  
the hM3Dq-mCHERRY fusion protein; the tyrosine hydroxylase monoclonal 
antibody selectively stained neurons in the locus ceruleus, consistent with the 
known restricted expression of the tyrosine hydroxylase gene.

Immunohistochemistry (diaminobenzidine staining). We used DAB staining 
to better visualize nuclear cfos expression over a relatively large area. 30 min after 
i.p. dexmedetomidine (50, 100, 400 µg per kg), or saline (0.9%, wt/vol) adminis-
tration, experimental mice were anesthetized, perfused transcardially, and free-
 floating sections processed for immunohistochemistry with rabbit antibody to 
Fos29 (1:20,000, Ab-5, Calbiochem) after blocking endogenous peroxidase with 
0.3% H2O2 (vol/vol) in PBS. The primary antiserum was localized using a varia-
tion of the avidin-biotin complex system (Vector Laboratories). In brief, sections 
were incubated for 120 min at 22–25 °C in a solution of biotinylated goat anti-
body to rabbit IgG (PK-6101, Vector Laboratories) and then placed in the mixed 
avidin-biotin horseradish peroxidase complex solution (ABC Elite Kit, Vector 
Laboratories) for 60 min. The peroxidase complex was visualized by a 4 to 5-min 
exposure to chromogen solution (0.05% 3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlo-
ride (wt/vol, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.4 mg/ml nickel ammonium sulfate to produce a 
blue-black product. The reaction was stopped by washing in distilled water and 
PBS. Sections were dehydrated and coverslipped with quick mounting medium 
(Eukitt, Fluka Analytical).

Electrophysiology and single-cell qPCR. For acute brain slice recordings of 
LPO and LC neurons, 250 µm-sections were cut with a Vibratome (Campden 
Instruments) in ice-cold slicing solution containing (in mM): 85 NaCl, 2.5 KCl,  
1 CaCl2, 4 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 75 sucrose, 25 glucose, pH 7.4 
when bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. After incubating in slicing solution 
for 15–30 min at 22 ± 2 °C, slices were then transferred to oxygenated ACSF 
containing (in mM): NaCl 125, KCl 2.5, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 1, NaH2PO4 1.25, 
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NaHCO3 26, glucose 11. For the LC recordings, the solution also contained 1 mM 
kynurenic acid. For whole-cell current clamp recordings, patch pipettes (4–6 MΩ)  
were backfilled with internal solution containing (in mM): 145 K-gluconate,  
4 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, and  
10 sucrose, pH 7.3, adjusted with KOH for the LPO recordings and (in mM)  
130 KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.1 BAPTA, 5 MgCl2, 3 Na2-ATP, 0.1 Na-GTP, 8 phospho-
creatine, pH 7.3 for the LC recordings29.

For single-cell qPCR, after achieving a whole-cell recording the content of the 
neuron was aspirated under visual control into the recording pipette and expelled 
into single cell lysis/DNAseI solution using the Single-Cell-to-CT Kit (Ambion). 
Reverse transcription, cDNA pre-amplification and qPCR were performed fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s guidelines using the TaqMan Gene Expression Assay 
system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). The primer reference numbers 
were: hprt: Mm01545399_m1; gad1: Mm04207432_g1; gad2: Mm00484623_m1; 
vglut1: Mm00812886_m1; vglut2: Mm00499876_m1.

Statistical analyses. Prism6 and Origin were used for statistical analysis. No sta-
tistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are 
similar to those reported in previous publications (refs. 16,29,31). Data collection 
and processing were randomized or performed in a counter-balanced manner. 
Normality was tested by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Equal variances were assessed 
by F-test. Data are represented as the mean ± s.e.m. For qPCR, LORR and cFOS 
immunohistochemistry, Fisher’s exact test or a two-tailed unpaired t-test was 
performed. For the dexmedetomidine sedation and DREADD behavioral experi-
ments, two-way ANOVA was performed. P < 0.05 was considered significant 

(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). Mice were excluded from the analysis if the 
histology did not confirm significant mCHERRY expression in LPO or MnPO, 
or if the EEG/EMG recording technology failed during the experiment. In the 
Adra2a knockdown experiments (Fig. 1) and Vgat deletion experiments (Fig. 7), 
mice brains that had undetectable AAV transgene expression, or with expression 
beyond the target region, were excluded from the statistics. All the experiments 
were performed and analyzed blind to treatment conditions.

A Supplementary Methods Checklist is available.
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